I just want to say on behalf of the sts-134 crew that we had a very successful mission working with expedition 28 it's been a great number of days doc at the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer installed which is really a remarkable thing for physics and for science and that sensors already collecting massive amounts of data and we're looking forward to hearing what those discoveries are we got ELC 3 installed it very for very successful spacewalks and a bunch of transfer and it was a really good 10 days or so that
we were docked here and we're looking forward to getting home and we're going to leave these guys to some peace and quiet and not disturb their space.

station anymore on this Memorial Day weekend I'd also like to say that you know where we as a crew we're thinking of the veterans out there that have lost their lives in in wars especially recently in Afghanistan and Iraq and you know you know it's really important for the American people to honor those folks over this weekend but particularly tomorrow and Monday I'm going to turn it
over to Ron Garan for a few words thanks

mark it was a it was really great seeing

you guys it was great getting to spend

time on this incredible orville complex

and you know I we were just in awe of

the finely oiled machine that was us

just 154 is just 134 so it was you said

a great EPA's great robotics great

transfer and that's being installed

special thanks to Taz and Spanky for all

your work on the oxygen generation

system on the carbon tax or removal

assembly it's been really great and

we're all looking forward to seeing the
the mysteries solved from the AMS so on

00:01:55,349 --> 00:02:01,769
behalf of exhibition 27 expedition 28

00:01:57,868 --> 00:02:05,340
the entire ISS team we want to thank you

00:02:01,769 --> 00:02:08,969
and the entire sts-134 mission team for

00:02:05,340 --> 00:02:11,159
leaving the space station ready for its

00:02:08,969 --> 00:02:12,870
continued utilization for at least the

00:02:11,159 --> 00:02:13,770
next decade you've really left us in

00:02:12,870 --> 00:02:15,409
good shape

00:02:13,770 --> 00:02:18,360
and it was really a big success and

00:02:15,409 --> 00:02:21,469
proud to be have a really really small

00:02:18,360 --> 00:02:21,470
part of it so

00:02:35,539 --> 00:02:44,039
yepo chef sister to see the shuttle crew

00:02:40,770 --> 00:02:49,170
visiting here at the time when we were

00:02:44,039 --> 00:02:52,799
working and I'm happy that a crew has

00:02:49,169 --> 00:02:54,659
completed the tasks and I'm glad they
should stay and working with us as well

thank you very much and soft landing

hugs and handshakes all around between

the expedition 28 crew members and those

of the Space Shuttle Endeavor crew here

they're talking first commander Mark

Kelly he was followed by a flight

engineer Ron Garan and the space station

commander andrey borisenko

troof listal they're helping to a drag

some of the returning station crew

members Mike Fink and Greg shamit off

into the hatch